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Introduction
The 2015 European Think Tank Summit Brought Together Leading
European Institutions to Discuss Growth and Security in a European
Context with European Solutions
This summit brought together 58 participants from 24 European countries to narrow the
discussions from the 2015 Global Think Tank Summit on regional solutions to contemporary
issues of security, economics, integration, and innovation. The purpose of this summit was to
bring together leading minds from European think tanks to develop concrete recommendations
for policymakers, donors and the greater European think tank community.

© ISPI

The 2015 European Think Tank Summit convened to provide recommendations and suggestions
centered around four main issues: the security and migration crises on eastern and southern
borders, the economic Eurozone crisis, European integration, and the need for Europe-centric
think tank innovation. The conference was conducted under the Chatham House rule, in order
that participants, panelists, and chairs could speak freely and engage in productive and
thoughtful debate.
The questions and suggestions raised throughout the summit were framed by a political and
economic landscape of overlapping and concurrent crises throughout Europe. Between rising
tensions in the East with Russian militarization, the eruption of the post-colonial order in the
Middle East and North Africa region, and ever-increasing migration of refugees and economic
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migrants to the European continent, many of the assumptions that have been held about the
European order were been brought into question. Additionally, the proliferation of terrorist
attacks from Copenhagen to Paris and concerns regarding cyberattacks ignited questions
regarding physical and non-physical borders and raised concerns regarding the future of cyber
security.
The European summit also discussed in great length the migration crisis facing Europe, which is
reaching unprecedented numbers and creating new challenges for EU Member States. Over the
past few months, migrants have faced mixed responses from Eastern and Western European
countries. One participant remarked that a “siege mentality” has begun to form in the minds of
Europeans, and that this has created a spectrum of questions about how we look at physical
borders. Participants discussed how best to formulate a regional response to the migration crisis
while also remaining sensitive to national interests over maintaining job security, cultural and
national identity, and national and regional security. One participant remarked that twenty years
ago, Europe faced a similar crisis in the Balkans with conflict, state collapse, and displaced
migrants and that many lessons can be learned from this historical example. From this point,
discussions led to the conclusion that think tanks play an important role in providing much
needed historical contexts to complex issues for European policymakers, particularly the
migration crisis, which will continue to affect European society in the future.
Thus, the role of think tanks in the face of quickly proliferating fears across Europe is to keep the
debate at a rational level in order to counter fears and myths from policymakers and civil
societies throughout Europe. Thus, while the future of Europe lies directly in the hands of
policymakers, it is the duty of think tanks to provide critical, innovative, and immediate
recommendations that pragmatically address the issues facing the region.

© ISPI
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Policy and Institutional Challenges
Migration and Collective Security
The most current and visible crisis currently facing Europe is that of the influx of migrants from
Middle East and Northern Africa at Europe’s eastern and southern borders. As such, collective
security has risen up on the agenda for the region, as all European countries must face the human
consequences of escalated violence and chaos in the Middle East. To address the large influx of
displaced Syrian migrants seeking refuge within Europe’s borders, panelists argued that think
tanks must find innovative responses and tools to communicate with different audiences. Due to
concerns over xenophobia throughout the region, panelists stressed the public fear over migrants
and xenophobia for future immigrant integration efforts. Panelists remarked that the think tank
community has a responsibility to prevent the issue of xenophobia from widening any further
and that think tanks must provide accurate information regarding the socioeconomic, cultural,
and political consequences of a large immigrant presence in the continent. By helping to
contextualize a highly complex issue that overlaps with national security interests, think tanks
can help allay xenophobic fears amongst the public and provide policymakers with context on
the real-life experiences facing migrant populations in Europe.
For other collective security challenges, participants discussed how for the past century, Western
Europe has relied on American guarantees, but that the American decline has placed renewed
importance on creating a new and more “European” defense system. Some participants remarked
that Eastern European defense investments and engagements are increasing, but are balanced
tenuously on faltering economies. While Western Europe united over sanctions against Russia, it
was out of a desire to avoid further conflict and entrenchment rather than a formation of a
coherent security strategy or regime. Additionally, collective security remains a complex and
relevant issue in the face of collapsing Western European defense budgets that will most likely
fall short on their “2/20” NATO pledges. One participant contended that Europe countries have
generally outsourced its security and mainly on the welfare of their own citizens. This system
worked well in times of peace, but upon the threat of conflict, one of only real tools left for
countries to address conflicts is through economic sanctions. This led to discussion on how think
tanks can play an instrumental role in analyzing the logistics of these changes to the European
security regime.
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European Integration? Or Autonomy?
Discourse on collective security and migration quickly led into analysis of European integration.
One panelist noted that Europeans are “united in diversity and united in perplexity”; they have
had much in common for centuries but also possess established and deeply ingrained differences
that make quick and effective action difficult. Another panelist remarked that the recent
economic and migration crises have exacerbated minor differences that Europeans have not paid
close enough attention to during the integration process, particularly in the realm of foreign
policy. When such crises hit, the differences unraveled quickly and spoiled the opportunity for a
collective and efficient response. As such, the panelists argued that think tanks should play a
more active role in overcoming these differences in the future and in providing much needed
support for future collective action amongst policymakers.
With the question of whether to integrate further or defend autonomy reverberating through all
levels of governance, think tanks, thus, must find innovative ways to contribute to national and
regional policy decisions. Specifically, they can contribute by providing multiple options of
frameworks for either further integration or for defending autonomy. Think tanks have the
potential to serve as rational and results-oriented voices in a debate that is often affected by the
fervor of national identities, and European think tanks must step forward and be ready to take on
this new role.

© ISPI

Europe in Crisis: Time for Innovation
Despite the difficult questions about European integration, participants agreed that there is a
growing need for Europe to avoid stagnation. The stigma surrounding European policymakers
and think tanks is that there is a lack of effective ‘follow through’ on problems discussed at the
intellectual, or “elite” level. One panelist argued that think tanks must be a catalyst for spurring
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European motion and decision-making. To do so, think tank innovation can serve to both drive
policymakers to faster and more informed decision-making while also connect and inform
European civil societies on current, ever-evolving issues.
One panelist suggested that think tanks focus on four key areas: trust, communication,
international networks, and timeliness. From this framework, a general consensus was formed in
that think tanks must re-examine their role and give up the idea of a one-size-fits-all approach.
Participants agreed that think tanks should invest in building trust and communication with
policymakers as well the public, while also finding new innovative solutions in addressing
organizational concerns of funding and strategic communication.
Another panelist suggested that as we move towards a multipolar world, think tanks must also
cover a broader array of topics and to address more countries. However, it is key to acknowledge
that one cannot cover everything, therefore, think tanks should make thoughtful choices on what
topics and regions they can best research based upon their strategic communication abilities,
expertise, etc. Think tank could also tailor their research questions and requests based on the
needs of partners, such as universities, the media, donors, policymakers, etc.
As think tanks change their organizational approaches, another panelist raised questions
regarding how best to track think tank accomplishments: Is it really possible to track the impact
of think tanks on policymakers? How do we determine that the timing was “right” and that the
advice communicated by think tanks directly influenced policy outcomes? Several suggestions
were proposed regarding organization changes for think tanks to consider. One panelist remarked
that his organization engages in an exercise every three years where an independent panel of
experts produces a report analyzing the impact of the organization’s research projects. After the
report is presented, the organization then engages in an internal discussion on organizational
improvements. Participants agreed that such internal evaluation exercises are worthwhile across
all types of think tanks and should be analyzed and compared at future European summits.

Conclusions
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In the European context, the biggest difficulty facing the think tank community is how best to
address political and socioeconomic questions through a collective regional response. The think
tank community can play an important role in serving as the facilitator of constructive dialogue
amongst various policymakers in national and transnational decision-making structures while
also helping to contextualize and provide accurate information to the general public. By
recognizing the unique role of think tanks within the European context, think tanks must work
together to share best practices on effective strategies of outreach to a diverse audience.
By being an active participant in today’s discourse on ongoing crises, think tanks can maintain
relevancy by providing context and long-term solutions to policymakers while also remaining
present on current debates and discussions in the media. To do so, European think tanks must
engage in a moment of self-reflection to assess what internal organizational changes are needed
to ensure that think tanks make sufficient impact upon regional policy decision-making processes
and in shaping European societal views on future security and socio-economic concerns. The
hope is that through greater collaboration and sharing of ideas, the region will develop into a
collaborative think tank community where collective responses can be swift, thoughtful, and
make significant impact upon future regional policies.

Recommendations
I.

Identify the long-term impact of the refugee crisis for the European continent and
develop means by which think tanks can share information and reports to better impact
European policymakers on a regional response to the migration crisis.

II.

Determine the role of think tanks for the future of European integration through more
open discourse on how best to balance Economic integration efforts with economic and
security needs.
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Increase regional collaboration to ensure access to European policymaking structures and
develop ways to track and measure think tank impact on European policies.

III.
IV.
V.

Discuss regional best practices for European think tanks at future think tank summits.

Develop collaborative projects on regional economic and security crises to increase think
tank engagement.
Share ideas on organizational strategies to ensure think tank relevancy and to broaden
access for think tanks to a diverse and broader audience.

VI.

VII. Maintain high integrity in research while also recognizing the importance of think tanks
in being engaged with the immediate needs of the public and policymakers on developing
crises.

VIII. European think tanks should engage in more partnerships with other regional think tanks
to capture global narratives of complex issues facing the region.
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About ISPI
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL STUDIES
The Institute for International Political Studies (ISPI) is an independent think tank serving as a resource
for government officials, business executives, journalists, civil servants, students and the all wishing to
better understand international issues. Founded in Milan in 1934, ISPI approach international affairs in a
sound pragmatic manner, monitoring geopolitical areas as well as major global trends. Comprehensive
interdisciplinary analysis is ensured by close collaboration with specialists, academic and non-academic,
in political, economic, legal, historical and strategic studies and an ever-growing network of think tanks,
research centers and universities in Europe and abroad.
The Institute’s activities branch out in four major directions:
•
•
•
•

producing reports with original research and policy prescriptions on central international topics;
providing up-to-date information and insights on world events and Italy/Europe’s perspectives
through its website and online publications;
convening meetings at its headquarters in Milan, as well as in Rome and other cities, where
policymakers, business leaders, and high-level thinkers join ISPI’s experts to discuss major
international issues;
training the future generations of Italian diplomats and professionals of governmental and nongovernmental international organizations.

About TTCSP
THINK TANKS AND CIVIL SOCIETIES PROGRAM
The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) of the Lauder Institute at the University of
Pennsylvania conducts research on the role policy institutes play in governments and civil societies
around the world. Often referred to as the “think tanks’ think tank,” TTCSP examines the evolving role
and character of public policy research organizations. Over the last 25 years, the TTCSP has developed
and led a series of global initiatives that have helped bridge the gap between knowledge and policy in
critical policy areas such as international peace and security, globalization and governance, international
economics, environmental issues, information and society, poverty alleviation, and healthcare and global
health. These international collaborative efforts are designed to establish regional and international
networks of policy institutes and communities that improve policy making while strengthening
democratic institutions and civil societies around the world.
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The TTCSP works with leading scholars and practitioners from think tanks and universities in a variety of
collaborative efforts and programs, and produces the annual Global Go To Think Tank Index that ranks
the world’s leading think tanks in a variety of categories. This is achieved with the help of a panel of over
1,900 peer institutions and experts from the print and electronic media, academia, public and private
donor institutions, and governments around the world. We have strong relationships with leading think
tanks around the world, and our annual Think Tank Index is used by academics, journalists, donors and
the public to locate and connect with the leading centers of public policy research around the world. Our
goal is to increase the profile and performance of think tanks and raise the public awareness of the
important role think tanks play in governments and civil societies around the globe. Since its inception in
1989, the TTCSP has focused on collecting data and conducting research on think tank trends and the role
think tanks play as civil society actors in the policymaking process. In 2007, the TTCSP developed and
launched the global index of think tanks, which is designed to identify and recognize centers of
excellence in all the major areas of public policy research and in every region of the world. To date
TTCSP has provided technical assistance and capacity building programs in 81 countries. We are now
working to create regional and global networks of think tanks in an effort to facilitate collaboration and
the production of a modest yet achievable set of global public goods. Our goal is to create lasting
institutional and state-level partnerships by engaging and mobilizing think tanks that have demonstrated
their ability to produce high quality policy research and shape popular and elite opinion and actions for
public good.

THE LAUDER INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
The Lauder Institute of Management and International Studies offers an MA in international studies, and
conducts fundamental and policy-oriented research on current economic, political, and business issues. It
organizes an annual conference that brings academics, practitioners and policy makers together to
examine global challenges such as financial risks, sustainability, inequality, and the future of the state.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
The University of Pennsylvania (Penn) is an Ivy League school with highly selective admissions and a
history of innovation in interdisciplinary education and scholarship. A world-class research institution,
Penn boasts a picturesque campus in the middle of a dynamic city. Founded by Benjamin Franklin in
1740 and recognized as America’s first university, Penn remains today a world-renowned center for the
creation and dissemination of knowledge. It serves as a model for research colleges and universities
throughout the world.

